
Introducing the New AccuQuilt GO!® BOB® Die Trio 
  
A selection of new Block on Board® (BOB) dies and patterns that make cutting quilts a snap. 
  
(OMAHA, NE) August 8, 2018—AccuQuilt, a U.S. based company that specializes in manufacturing 
premiere fabric cutting machines, is happy to announce the release of three new Block on Board (BOB) 
dies. These dies contain all the shapes that avid quilters need to create a quilt block on a single die. 
  
“Quilters will love how quickly blocks come together with these new BOB dies! Each die includes all the 
shapes you need to cut an entire block in just one pass through the cutter,” said director of product 
development, Lynn Gibney. The new die trio features three popular traditional blocks: GO! Crossed 
Canoes-9" Finished, GO! Pineapple-10" Finished and GO! Spider Web-6" Finished.   
  

• A traditional quilt block, GO! Crossed Canoes-9" Finished also creates stunning modern 
designs when quilters play with fabric color or rearrange the units in fun ways. 

• Options are endless with the intricate GO! Pineapple-10" Finished die. Designed for easy 
piecing, there is no need for quilters trim as they go or to paper piece. 

• The GO! Spider Web-6" Finished is named for the design it creates and is a great stash buster. 
  
The BOB Trio dies come with a project pattern and are ideal for quilters of all skill levels. Plus, they are 
compatible with the popular GO! Qube™ Mix & Match Block System. 
  
AccuQuilt’s signature dealers will also offer the GO! BOB Trio at their quilt stores. Each die is compatible 
with the GO!® and GO! Big® fabric cutting systems which the dealers would be happy to demonstrate. 
For more information on AccuQuilt and the latest product releases, visit accuquilt.com. 
  
About AccuQuilt—Better Cuts Make Better Quilts® 
Headquartered in Omaha, Neb., AccuQuilt offers quilters, fabric crafters and retailers a premiere line of 
fabric cutters, dies, quilting patterns and other quilt and fabric cutting solutions that help quilters 
quickly and accurately cut shapes for quilting and fabric crafts. AccuQuilt also offers quilters a wide 
variety of rich educational resources to enhance their quilting experiences. Cutting with AccuQuilt 
cutters is a natural evolution of fabric cutting methods. For more information on how to Cut Time. Quilt 
More.™, visit accuquilt.com or call 888.258.7913. 
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